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GMP LIMS Inc. Quality Assured for Less.

Installing a lab information management system can reduce
quantitative costs and provide gains in efficiency and opportunity.
GMP LIMS provides these benefits with significant savings to you.

You
Gain

Improved lab efficiency
Reduced staff costs
Reduced lab errors
Our Solution is:
Affordable
Reliable – cloud based
Accessible – web based
Independent of other
applications
Unlimited number of users
Customizable

When looking for a laboratory
information management system (LIMS),
there are many considerations – price,
functionality, future growth, and impact
on your laboratory processes.
A LIMS can provide robust features
related to lab automation, reporting,
billing and sample management. There
are major cost savings with lab
information management systems,
ranging from a more efficient use of staff
time to reduced need for server space and
infrastructure costs.
In addition to the calculable costs, there’s
also the issue of new potential. One key
advantage to installing a LIMS is the
collective capacity gained by more
efficient operations. This excess capacity
can be used to bring in new business for
your lab.
GMP LIMS will increase your laboratories

accuracy by significantly reducing the
risk of errors related to manual entry of
data, including errors related to
transcribing data from bench sheets. In
addition, we trace and consolidate these
measurements into a single validated
system.
Your lab operations will be easier with
GMP LIMS. Consider some of the common
areas of bottleneck in your lab:
calculations, regulatory review
preparation, results review and release,
updating sample and test status, work
assignments and workload leveling. We
make these lab operations EASY.
GMP LIMS Inc. is a leader in serving the
LIMS needs of small to medium size
laboratories. We have consistently
delivered effective LIMS solutions at a
fraction of the cost of other LIMS vendors.
Contact us to discover how we can reduce
costs and improve efficiency in your lab.
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Our solution provides the tools to make lab work easier. We enable
your customers, analysts, lab managers and administration with
tools to automate and optimize their workflow.
Your customers can easily login to your
LIMS system and view their products and
associated test specifications, ongoing
projects and invoices. Finally they can
submit a test order by creating an
analysis requisition within the LIMS.
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applications
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Your analysts have access to their test
log, enabling them to easily view which
tests have been assigned to them and
when they should be started. They can
easily input their test results, while all the
changes they make are audited and
available for viewing by the lab director.
Your lab managers have access to the
Project Index, indicating all ongoing
projects, and Test Index, where all
outstanding tests and associated details
are listed. This enables them to easily
prioritize their work and allocate analysts
accordingly.
Your lab director has access to all parts
of the LIMS. The director can also restrict
access by employees to certain parts of
the LIMS, based on the employee’s role.
They can check the status of all projects
and view who made what modifications
and when. Our LIMS allows the director to
know what’s going on in her laboratory.
Your accounting department will have
the ability to create quotes and invoices
directly from the LIMS. They also have
access to a searchable invoice log where
they can filter and generate reports on the
finances of your laboratory.
Your customer service, a vital part of
any laboratory, can easily access project
status and add notes or make
modifications to project forms as
required by customers.
Finally, your QA has access to all the
information being generated in the lab in
real-time. They can order re-tests, make

modifications to test results and issue a
Certificate of Analysis within the LIMS.
Our LIMS system was created and is
focused on small to mid size testing
laboratories. We have the tools to make
your work less stressful and much more
efficient.
We’re always open to suggestions and
will be happy to engage with you to add
customizations to fit your lab’s unique
workflow.

